CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
Judge was able to find qualified applicants where other companies could not. My Account Executive
was instrumental in finding Software Developers for us who exceeded our expectations. We will be
using Judge again when the need arises.
Gene G., Outpatient Surgery Management & Development Company
Exceptional commitment to customer service. Working together truly feels like a partnership.
Dan L., Global Telecommunications Conglomerate
Our primary point of contact is extremely responsive and understanding of our needs. Judge
consistently delivers value and competence in all aspects of our business dealings with them.
Robert D., International Lab Services Company
I find The Judge Group to be honest, professional, and trustworthy. I feel they represent us as an
organization very well in the marketplace, and the quality of both candidates presented as well as ones
we have hired using Judge has been exceptional!
Nick R., Large Regional Bank
The quality of candidates provided by Judge and ease of doing business with Judge, including flexibility,
is second to none. The Judge Account Executive is very knowledgeable of all service offerings Judge
has to offer. Judge offers a wide range of services and is able to provide solutions to the problems
posed. Instead of just taking orders, he is able to offer alternatives which makes it easier to resolve our
business needs.
Bill M., Multinational Credit Card & Payment Service Provider
The Judge team is awesome - exceptional customer service - top quality candidates - respond with a
sense of urgency - great at getting candidates scheduled for us quickly.
Marcia M., American E-commerce Membership Based Retailer
Judge has always had great communication throughout the process. Transparent, flexible, and
affordable.
Chris H., Major Telecommunications Company
Exceptional capabilities when it comes to multichannel strategy and delivery.
Jeff C., International Pharmaceutical Company
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CLIENT CON’T
Superior customer service! The Judge team is well organized and has proved to be a solid partner with
a recent successful engagement.
Michael H., Leading Specialty Chemical & High Performance Materials Company
Consistent and outstanding service delivered with integrity.
Dale D., Professional Business Solutions Company
Impeccable service. The Judge Group was able to find several great candidates within the set budget
in a timely fashion.
Jason L., Leading Supply Chain, Logistics, & Manufacturing Company
Excellent support from the Judge Group team. Quick response to all issues. Always a professional level
of customer service.
Tony C., Major Manufacturing Company
Good relationship building. Works to understand our team and resource needs, skills, and culture fit.
Provides quality resources. Great communication.
Bryan K., Global Telecommunications Conglomerate
They are very flexible in working with us to find candidates who are best suited for our environment,
team, and culture.
Anil J., Major Electronics Manufacturer
The Judge Group is the perfect firm. Large enough that is has access to a huge pool of extremely
talented professionals but small enough to add that extra above-and-beyond personal touch that
separates them from their competition.
Project Manager at a Global Humanitarian Organization
I sincerely believe the company’s longevity, stability, and track record of success, their geographic
footprint, and the diversity of their professional services portfolio makes Judge an ideal choice.
President & CEO, Fortune 50 Insurance Company
Judge was able to find qualified applicants when other companies were unable. Our assigned Account
Executive was instrumental in finding Software Developers for our firm that exceeded our expectations.
We will be using Judge again, the next time a need arises.
Product Owner, Enterprise Technology Firm
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CLIENT CON’T
Judge is our best IT partner / consulting firm; their team is very sharp. Our Judge sales representative
is very knowledgeable of all service offerings from Judge and therefore, he is able to provide solutions
instead of just taking orders. By taking the time to listen and understand our environment, Judge offers
alternatives which makes it easier to solve our business challenges and needs.
Chief Technology Officer, Major Financial Services Firm

The Judge team is awesome. They provide exceptional customer service, top quality candidates, and
they always respond with a sense of urgency. Judge does a great job of getting candidates scheduled
for us quickly.
Sr. Medical Director, Large Healthcare Provider
I find The Judge Group to be an honest, professional, and trustworthy staffing partner. They represent
my company very well in the candidate marketplace, and the quality of candidates presented and hired
utilizing Judge has been exceptional!
Vice President Talent Acquisition, Large Wireless/Telecommunications Provider
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